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month program to develop reliable, low cost turbopumps for the
ASL program is defined. Time phasing of the effort is presented and
the interrelationship of the tasks is defined. Major subcontractors
are identified and their role in the program is described.
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Within the last decade it has become increasingly evident that the Nation needs a space transportation
system that can place payloads into orbit at a substantially reduced cost compared with currently active
systems. The need is supported by expanding military as well as commercial utilization of space. To meet
this emerging requirement, NASA and the Air Force have initiated effort toward the definition of an Ad-
vanced Launch System (ALS). Phase A and A' studies addressing the vehicle and propulsion design pa-
rameters have been concluded, and proposals for detail characterization of the propulsion systems in a Phase
B effort are currently under evaluation.
The system being studied includes a stage and a half liquid rocket propulsion system, with 580,000-
lb vacuum thrust LOX/LH 2 engines (STME) in the core, operating for full duration, and ideally 750,000-Ib
thrust LOX/LCH 4 booster engines (STBE) operating for partial duration. The economics of the overall
program dictate that maximum use be made of commonality between the STME and STBE engines to
minimize development costs and maximize per part production rates. Accordingly, the groundrule has been
adapted by NASA and the Air Force that components optimized for STME application be used for the STBE
engines, with some compromises in the STBE thrust and performance. Studies performed by Rocketdyne
revealed that an STME engine will develop an acceptable 502,000 lb of thrust with minor modifications to
the LOX turbine.
Parallel with the Phase B studies of the STME and STBE engines, NASA and the Air Force have initi-
ated several advanced component development programs to establish the base for low-cost production and
operations approach, and to provide a validated model for cost projection. Rocketdyne has been awarded
the contract by NASA MSFC to develop the methodology for producing a reliable, low-cost liquid methane
turbopump for the STBE engine. The contract start date was May 12, 1989. This document presents the plans
for conducting the 40-month program.
In accordance with the groundrules noted above, the overall approach will be to optimize the design
as an LH 2 turbopump for a 580,000-1b vacuum thrust STME engine, and define its performance characteris-
tics when operating as an STBE methane turbopump with appropriate structural margins. Minor modifi-
cations in the design parameters may be adapted to enhance methane characteristics with customer approval.
The requirement for use of International System of Units has been waived for this document.
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OBJECTIVE
The objective for this program is to focus on innovative integration of all functional disciplines of de-
sign, manufacturing, materials, fabrication processes, and producibility to define and demonstrate a highly
reliable, easily maintained, low cost liquid methane turbopump as a component for the STBE engine using
the STME oxygen turbopump. A cost model is to be developed to predict the recurring cost of production
hardware and operations. A prime objective of the program is to design the liquid methane turbopump to
be common with an LH 2 turbopump optimized for the STME.
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The program is structured in two major phases. Phase I is a 1-year study with the principal objectives
of establishing the methodology of producing reliable turbopumps with low production and operations cost
and producing a preliminary design of the turbopump. A preliminary cost model to facilitate accurate
prediction of recurring turbopump costs is to be generated. The Phase I effort will be initiated with a 3-month
trade study, in which the benefits of alternate design and fabrication approaches are evaluated. A 3-month
turbopump conceptual definition effort follows, in which the results of the trade study will be applied to
formulate conceptual configuration and manufacturing plans. During the final 6 months, a preliminary
design of the turbopump will be produced, materials and processing will be selected, and manufacturing and
quality approaches will be defined. Effort will be expended throughout the year to generate a user friendly,
accurate model, capable of predicting recurring turbopump production and operation costs.
Phase II is a 28-month effort to detail design and fabricate one prototype methane turbopump plus se-
lected spares, and to provide hardware and test support to testing to be conducted by NASA at SSC. A
detailed cost model will be developed and anchored with actual cost data generated during the program. The
detail design task includes generation of shop drawings of the turbopump components and assembly aids,
as well as a test cart with turbopump mounting provisions and instrumentation panels for SSC testing. The
design will be substantiated prior to turbopump testing by performing structural tests on key components,
testing the bearings and seals in a test rig, and testing pump models and full-size components in air and water.
Prototype fabrication will include fabrication of components for the turbopump assembly and spares as well
as fabrication of the test cart. The turbopump will be assembled in the cart and all instrumentation will be
routed to connector paneIs to simplify the activation effort at SSC.
Program reviews will be held on a quarterly basis. In addition, major reviews will be held on comple-
tion of conceptual, preliminary, and detail designs, at completion of design substantiation, prior to delivery
of the assembled turbopump and upon completion of testing at SSC.
The efforts in both phases of the program will be performed using the principles of total quality man-
agement. Specifically, the design phases will take advantage of the benefits of simultaneous engineering
approach.
w
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LOGIC DIAGRAM AND MASTER MILESTONE SCHEDULE
Program activities are summarized in the program master schedule and schedule of major control
points (milestones) (Figures 1 and 2), the time phased program logic flowcharts (Figures 3 and 4), and the
time-phased man-loading by skills (Figures 5 and 6). The program is organized into two phases. The
objective of Phase I is to generate a preliminary design for a low cost, highly reliable turbopump and a
preliminary cost model. This study period is 12 months. Phase II has the objectives of detail design,
fabrication, and testing of the prototype turbopump in parallel with other analytical and test substantiation
activities to demonstrate cost and reliability. The preliminary cost model will be further developed by
additional input from the substantiation testing and further studies. This Phase II period is scheduled for 28
months.
WORK BREAKDOWN STRUCTURE (WBS)
The WBS (Figure 7) provides a structure for the orderly planning and tracking of program activities.
The WBS may be further subdivided to allocate resources, provide cost substantiation data, and schedule to
specific efforts.
D
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m
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PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
The program manager is responsible for effective program administration. The program management
team will use a system of in-place program management tools. Principal among these will be cost and
schedule accounting analysis programs for tracking work element expenditures and schedule actuals versus
planned values. The program control function will operate the earned value control system and appraise the
program manager of performance variances to allow timely responsive action.
RISK MANAGEMENT
Rocketdyne experience in programs requiring technology development indicates the need for recog-
nizing areas of potential risk and anticipating the contingencies necessary for proceeding with alternate
plans, if required. Risk reduction methods include: (1) parallel development of alternate approaches, (2)
early prototype development, and (3) development of computer models to verify development items in ad-
vance of fabrication.
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Figure 1. Master Schedule, Liquid Methane T/P
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The approach to contingency planning is to carry alternate concepts through the analysis and prelimi-
nary design phases. Substantiation tests and analyses will be used to resolve any uncertainties. The approach
to fallback positions is to identify a reduced level of performance (e.g., less cost saving) as a fallback position
that still allows the program to proceed.
There are two potential problem/technical risk areas (Table 1) where we have identified specific par-
allel, alternate paths for the blisk and the cast inducer. For both of these risk areas, the program can proceed
without achieving the prime approach, but the projected cost in production will be higher. Lower order risks
will be identified and tracked during the program.
SUBCONTRACTORS
Rocketdyne has assembled an outstanding team for the specific purpose of achieving the goals of this
program. These team members, General Electric Aircraft Engine Division (GEAE), Precision Castpart
Company (PCC), Hitchcock Industires, Inc. (HI/), and Management Consulting Research, Inc. (MCR)
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Table 1. Potential Problem Areas/Inherent Technical Risks
PotentialProblemAreas
and
InherentTechnicalRisks
Bliskdynamicsmaybeunacceptable
T7
Castinducerbladethicknessdistributionmay
not meetsuctionrequirements
RiskAbatementApproach
Useparallel,alternatefirtreeddiskwithdamping
Useback-upmachinedinducerverifiedby model
teslJng
Impactof Invoking
Contingency,Work
Around orFallback
Highercost in production
Higherproductioncost
L_
w
m
w
. ,
w
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provide the experience, skills, and resources required to successfully conduct the program. Specific tasks
are described under Detailed Discussions. The management of these important contributors will be aided
by a dedicated subcontract procurement department to control an contractual matters; a data management
function to track and document all subcontractor data items; and an automated financial control system to
manage subcontractor commitments nd technical earned value. Clearly defined work statements, a
negotiated budget, and a subcontract data requirements document that flows down appropriate CDRL items
will be used. The program manager will direct all subcontractors using the above approach.
INTEGRATION WITH OTHER TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMS
Rocketdyne will review and evaluate the health monitoring concepts which will emerge from the
Rocket Engine Condition Monitoring Demonstration Program conducted concurrendy with this program for
the Government by Pratt and Whitney. Sensors which benefit the methane turbopump reliability and
maintainability will be incorporated in the design.
CONTRACT DELIVERABLES
The contract deliverables for this program are listed in Table 2. Major items include one turbopump
and critical spares, facility interface hardware and test cart, ground support equipment (GSE), and special
instrumentation sensors. All items will be prepared by proper cleaning and packaging prior to delivery.
GOVERNMENT-FURNISHED PROPERTY (GFP) AND PROPELLANTS
A list of GFP planned for this program is presented in Table 3. The major items listed refer to use of
the Multifunction Tester Modules for bearing and seal design substantiation testing and propellants for use
in beating and seal component substantiation tests.
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Item
AssembledTest Turbopump
CriticalSpares
Bearing,Pump,BallBearing
Bearing,Turbine,BaliBearing
Beadng,Hydrostatic,Pump
Bearing,Hydrostatic,Turbine
SealFloatingRing
Ring,Mating
FirtreeBladedWheel
Lock, InducerNut
Lock,HydrostaticBearing,Pump
Lock,HydrostaticBearing,Turbine
Lock,2ndStage NozzleBolt
Seal,Metal, PumpHousings
Seat,Metal, HydrostaticBearing,Pump
Seal,Metal, HydrostaticBearing,Pump
Seal,Metal, HydrostaticBearing,Turbine
Seal,Metal, HydrostaticBearingTurbine
Seal,Metal, RoaringSealHousing
Spring,BearingPreload
Bolt,HydrostaticBrg,Pump
Bolt,HydrostaticBrg, Turbine
Bolt,2ndStageNozzle
Bolt,TurbineManifold
Bolt, Inlet
Fiber-opticDeflectometerProbe
FacilityInterfaceHardware& TestCart
PropellantInletDuct
PropellantDischargeDuct
TurbineInletDuct
TurbineDischarge Duct
TurbineDischargeOrifice
TurbineDischargeTransitionDuct
Seal,Falicityto PropellantInletDuct
Seal,PropellantInletDuctto Pump
Seal,PropellantDischargeDuctto Pump
Qty
6
6
1
1
2
1
1
3
18
36
54
6
3
3
6
6
3
14
12
24
36
76
48
2
1
1
1
1
3 •
1
6
6
6
Item
FacilityInterfaceHardware(Continued)
Seal,PropellantDischargeDuctto Facility
Seal,TurbineInletDuctto Facility
Seal,TurbineInletDuctto Pump
Seal,TurbineDischargeDuctto Pump
Seal,TurbineDischargeDucttoOrifice
Seal,Orificeto TurbineDischargeTrans
Seal,TurbineTransDuctto Facility
FastenerSet PropInletDuct
FastenerSet PropDischgDuct
FastenerSet TurbInletDuct
FastenerSet TurbineDischgDuct
TurbopumpCart
TurbopumpDeliverableInstrumentation
Torque/SpeedSensorProbeandAssociated
SignalConditionDevice
FiberOpticDetlectometerProbeand
AssociatedSignalCondDevice
Non-IntrusiveSpeedSensorandAssociated
SignalConditionDevice
IsotopeWearDetector
Hi-FrequencyPressTransducerand
AssociatedSignalConditionDevice
ResistanceTemperatureMeasuringDevice
(RTD)
Proximeter,ShaftRadialPositionand
AssociatedSignalConditionDevices
Proximeter,ShaftAxialPositionand
AssociatedSignalConditionDevices
Accelerometers,PumpHousing
LowFrequencyPressureTransducer
GSE
Press,TestPlateSetTurbopump
ShippingContainer,TestCart
ShippingContainer,InterfaceDucts
ClosureSet,Turbopump
Qty
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
2
2
2
2
1
1
2
1
2
6
4
4
4
6
23
HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS FOR SUBSTANTIATION ACTIVITIES
89PD-020-1
The hardware requirements for substantiation activities planned in this program is given in Table 4.
The list includes the model and full-size pump test hardware, turbopump components for producibility and
reliability/performance tests at Rocketdyne and GEAE, bearing and seal test hardware, and materials and
parts for low cost materials characterization and technology enhancement programs.
RI/RD89-186 13
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Table 3. ALS Government Furnished Property and Propellants
ALSGovernmentFurnishedProperty
Item
Description
TestModule,
MultifunctionTester
LoadSharingSeal
TestModule,
MultifunctionTester
HybridBearingFace
Seal
PartNumber
(Location)
7R034500
(Rocketdyne)
7R034530
(Rocketdyne)
J Number
E]036524
0036526
Time Frame
Contract Qty Utilized
Number Reqd From To
I
1 23 29F04611-86-
C_103
F04611-86- 1
C_103
23 29
Note:TimeFrameisinMonthsFromGo-Ahead;From: Startof Assy,To: FinishofTest
GovernmentFurnished Propellan,,ts
Quantity
Item
Description
Propellants/Pressurants
LiquidHydrogen(k-lb)
GaseousNitrogen(k-scf)
Helium(k-scf)
LiquidNilTogen(tons)
LiquidOxygen(tons)
LiquidMethane(k-gaD
(WBS25000)
MonthsFromGo-Ahead
23.29
m.
1,692.0
665.0
140.0
79.5
89PD-020-2
w SPECIAL TEST EQUIPMENT
The list of special test equipment planned for this program (Table 5) includes all the special test fix-
tures and testers required to conduct this program.
w
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7Table 4. Substantiation Hardware Requirements
SubstantiationHardwareRequirements
• Hydrodynamic(pump)testactivity at RocketdyneEngineeringDevelopmentLab
Air test fixture(model)(STE)
Watertest fixture (model)
Water testfixture (fullscale)
• Structural(pump)testactivityat RocketdyneEngineeringDevelopmentLab
Proofspin test fixture
Burstspin test fixture
Proofand burstpressuretest fixture
• S_'uctural(turbine)testactivityat GEAE
Rotorphotoelastictest fixture
Proofand burstspintest fixture
Proofand burstpressuretestfixture
• Mechanicalelements(sealsandbearings)testactivityatRocketdyneEngineeringDevelopmentLab
Multifunctiontesterandmodules(STE)(GFP)
Time FrameUUIized
From To
15 22
9 12
27 30
24 30
24 30
21 30
25 26
27 30
25 30
18 29
Note:Time Frameisin MonthsfromGo-Ahead--- From:StartofAssembly,To: EndofTesting
89PD-020-3
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Table 5. Program Special Test Equipment
Items
• TestModule,MultifunctionTester,LoadSharingSeal
• TestModule,MultifunctionTester,HybridBearingand
FaceSeal
• AirTester,ModelPump
Qty
1
Remarks
Modify7R034500ModuleJ#O036524
Assumedtobe AvailableFromContract
F04611-86-6-0103
NeedDate: 18thMonthAfterConl]'actGo-Ahead
Modify7R034530ModuleJ#O036526
Assumedto be AvailableFromContract
F04611-86-6-0103
Need Date: 18thMonthAfterContractGo-Ahead
To be FabricatedforAir RowTest Verificationof
HydrodynamicComponents
89PD-020-4
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DETAILEDDISCUSSIONOFTECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATIONPLAN
w
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1.0 PHASE h TURBOPUMP PRELIMINARY DESIGN
1.1 Preliminary Design (WBS 11000)
The output of this 12-month task is a preliminary design of a liquid methane turbopump for the STBE
engine which maximizes common components with the STME LI-I 2 turbopump. The turbopump will be
designed to meet the parameter ranges noted in Table 6.
Table 6. Turbopump Design Parameters
Pump
Inletpressure,psia
Inlettemperature,R
Inletflowrate,Ibm/s
Dischargepressure,psia
Turbine
Inletpressure,psia
Inlettemperature,R
Inletflow rate,Ibm/s
Dischargepressure,psia
Workingfluid
As a LH2Turbopump
27_ 3.0
37_+1.0
189.0+ 2.0
3586.0+ 375.0
1676.0+ 573.0
1700.0+ 100.0
47.0_+4.0
433.0_+138.0
02/H2
As a LCH4 Turbopump
(Approximate)
46
210
458
3900
2335
1600
111
555
O2/CH4
89PD-O20-5
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The departure point for achieving a reliable, low-cost liquid methane turbopump will be the implemen-
tation of total quality management principles in the execution of the program, starting with the preliminary
design phase. The following specific design guidelines will be key to achieving the reliability and cost
objectives:
1. Design for moderate parameters
2. Design for increased margin
3. Simplify the design
4. Design for short recurring lead time
5. Design to use low-cost materials and processes
RI/RD89-186 16
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6. Match tolerances to the process
7. Address cost and failure history of current and past rocket engine turbopumps.
The preliminary design will be performed using the simultaneous engineering process to assure pro-
ducibility, inspectability, and maintainability. Preliminary design will be comprised of the following sub-
tasks: Studies and Analyses, which include trade and conceptual design studies as well as critical material
characterizations needed for the design of the turbopump. Parallel with this, a development plan will be
defined for those technologies which are considered necessary to the success of the ALS program, but which
cannot be matured on this program. The final element of the Phase I activity will be formulating a preliminary
version of the cost model.
Studies and Analyses
The following tasks will be performed under Studies and Analyses:
1. Low-cost trade study
2. Conceptual design study
3. Materials characterization
4. Conceptual design review
5. Preliminary design and analysis
6. Probabilistic reliability analysis
7. Long-lead component detail design.
Each of these subtasks will be discussed in detail in the following. Note that Studies and Analyses has
not been assigned a WBS number to provide a total of the subtasks. This was done to limit the number of
subtiers in the WBS structure, so that the last two digits in the WBS numbers may be used to register costs
by functional groups. Also the total costs of the subtasks under Studies and Analyses is of less importance
than the cost of the individual subtasks.
1.1.1 Low Cost Trade Study (WBS 11100). The main objective of this initial program task will be to identify
the cost/reliability/maintainability (CRM) drivers and design methodology to achieve the program goals.
Independent conceptual turbine designs by Rocketdyne and GEAE in the first months of the study, with
subsequent integration of these design concepts, will provide an innovative atmosphere from which to begin
the design process. Some of the trade studies identified to date include those listed on Table 7.
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Table 7. Turbopump Trade Study
m
v
r,,
Turbopumpassembly
Pumpinlet pressureandrotorspeed
Integralshaft/diskvs separate
Inboardvsoutboardbearings
Flangedesignsandlowcostsealsandfasteners
ComponentStudies
Pump
Twovs threestagepumps
Castvs forgedinducersandimpellers
Volutedesign: doubledischargevs doubletongue
Performancevariabilityvs dimensionaltolerances
Costvs performanceof smallinducertip clearances
Turbine
Conventionalmachinedfirtreedisksvs integrallybladeddisk(blisk)
Shroudedvsunshroudedblades
Constandvsvariablesectionblades
Singlevsdoublerotor
Materialsand Processes
Castvs forgedbladeddisks
ECMvs conventionallymachinedbladesfor blisk
ModifiedA286disksvsaltematives
89PD.020-6
An example of trade study activity early in the program will be the evaluation of a cast versus machined
inducer for the turbopump. Later in the Phase I activity, the model inducers will be fabricated and tested in
water to substantiate the design, determine the performance impact, and further quantify the CRM factors.
Each trade study will attempt to provide a quantitized approach for comparison of the options under study,
and overall cost, reliability and maintainability (CRM) impacts to the engine and vehicle will be evaluated.
1.1.2 Conceptual Design Study (WBS 11200). The conceptual design study of the proposed turbopump will
be performed during the first 6 months after go-ahead. The conceptual design study will result in a conceptual
design developed from the low cost trade study and supported by performance and structural analysis and
test, by materials and processes selection, by mechanical layouts and producibility, and by reliability and
maintainability studies. A description of these activities follows.
1.1.2.1 Performance Analysis and Substantiation. During the Phase I performance analysis and
substantiation task, trade studies will be performed to support the selection of the final turbopump
configuration. Since the attainable suction performance is a dominant factor in establishing speed and
therefore the size of the turbopump, and in keeping with the goal of maintaining methane and hydrogen
RI/RD89-186 18
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vcommonality, inducer definition and empirical design substantiation must be accomplished early in the
program. The inducer will be designed to accommodate the selected hydrogen inlet pressures within the
range of 24 psia to 30 psig, and which can operate well below the 46 psia design point inlet pressure for
methane. Detail design, fabrication, and water testing of model-sized inducers is included in this early task.
The stator and impeller inlet flowfields will be defined during this test series and preliminary hydrodynamic
design of the impellers, crossover, and diffuser/volute will be completed. Initial profiles for the turbine
nozzles and blades will be defined.
The selection of the baseline inducer design will be made by testing models of two inducers designed
using material properties for a casting and for a machined forging. Stators will be designed to match the two
inducer designs and tested with the model inducers.
The test series outlined in Table 8 includes performance testing to select the inducer design and laser
velocimeter surveys upstream and downstream of the inducer for the selected design. The laser data will
define the time-averaged and unsteady flow fields presented to both the stator and the impeller, and will be
used to verify the leading edge designs of these components and provide input to both steady and unsteady
loading analyses.
.m
u Table 8. Six-Inch Model Inducer Stator Performance Tests
Test Test FlowRange
Series lnducerDesign Description (% Design) NPSH Purpose
w
w
Forged/machined
Forged/machined
Cast
Cast
Selectedbaseline
H-Q
Cavitation
H-Q
Cavitation
Lasersurvey
at inducer
discharge
50-130
80-120
50 -130
80-120
i ,
100
Nominal
Nominalto 20%
headloss
Nominal
Nominalto 20%
headloss
Non-cavitating
Defineinducerhead-flowcharacteristic
Definesuctionperformancecharacteristic
Defineinducerhead-flowcharacteristic
Definesuctionperformancecharacteristic
DefineImpellerinlet flowfield
89PD-020-7
1.1.2.2 Preliminary Structural Analysis. The structural design will promote increased durability by sim-
plified direct load path definition, minimizing stress concentrations, avoiding detrimental hardware natural
frequencies, and providing thermal isolation. The simplified structure will allow the use of highly reliable
simplified structural analysis tools, such as shell and finite element methods.
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Rotordynamic analyses will be conducted using coupled finite-element moctels of the housing and ro-
tating assembly. Linear critical speed and stability analyses will establish the basic rotordynamic margins
and determine the rotordynamic coefficient requirements for the bearings and seals. Rotor internal loads will
be determined and nonlinear analyses will establish the effects of rubbing, sideloads, etc. to ensure that
adequate rotordynamic margins are preserved as the design evolves.
1.1.2.3 Materials and Process Selection. Principal issues to be addressed in this subtask are the selection
of titanium alloy for the impellers, use of cast steel vs aluminum alloy for the volute and crossover and se-
lection of materials for the turbine components. Titanium alloys are preferred for pump rotating components
because of their high strength to weight ratio. Because of its extensive characterization in liquid hydrogen,
5-2.5 Ti ELI is baselined for the impellers. A promising alternate is 6-4Ti, either regular or ELI grade.
Results of IR&D work currently in progress will be used to make a decision.
In selecting the material for the volute and crossover, consideration will be given to producibility, cost,
weight, and corrosion issues stemming from potential ocean recovery exposure.
m
Although HEE is not an issue in the methane turbine because of the low partial pressure of hydrogen
in the combusted gas, its impact will have to be considered to make the turbine capable of operating in the
LOX-hydrogen environment of the STME engine. Material selections will be directed toward avoiding the
necessity of applying protective platings and coatings. Materials will be chosen that are well characterized
for the operating environment. Assessment of existing characterization will be made by reference to MIL-
HBK-5E, Rocketdyne Materials Properties Manual (Publication #572K) and other published data bases
(e.g., MSFC-SPEC-522A, MIL-STD-899, and MSFC-SPEC-250). If insufficient data exist, additional data
will be generated before hardware fabrication.
1.1.2.4 Conceptual Mechanical Layout. A conceptual layout will be prepared to define the turbopump
mechanical arrangement. The layout will be updated throughout the conceptual phase to reflect the results
of low cost trade studies, structural and performance analysis, and fabrication methods and material selec-
tions. CAD/CAED will be used to allow rapid updating and incorporation of selected designs made for trade
studies into the baseline conceptual layout.
1.1.2.5 Producibility Analyses. A detailed analysis of the conceptual turbopump design as it develops
will be performed to determine the applicability of the least costly manufacturing processes required for
fabrication.
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1.1.2.6 Reliability/Maintainability Analysis.
Reliability Analyses. The implementation of the reliability engineering task during the conceptual de-
sign phase will be focused primarily on supplementing the simultaneous engineering development effort by
identifying all potential failure modes of concern, and quantifying the reliability performance expectations
of candidate design configurations. This effort will involve: (I) analysis of historical turbopump reliability
performance data; (2) deterministic quantification of reliability-enhancing design improvements; (3) failure
modes, effects, and criticality analysis (FMECA); and (4) probabilistic analyses.
An FMECA will be conducted, and updated, to identify failure modes of concern in candidate design
configurations. The inclusion of estimated reliability performance levels from the historical data analysis
will enable prioritization of the reliability concerns. This will permit a methodical design engineering ap-
proach to optimizing the turbopump design for high reliability and low cost.
An additional element of the reliability analysis will be the quantification of cyclic-fatigue-induced
variability upon expected reliability performance over anticipated life cycle. The probabilistic analysis ap-
proach will be used to quantify the cycle influence.
Maintainability Analyses. The maintainability engineering effort during the conceptual design phase
will involve analyses to quantify and optimize design issues to: (1) improve part mean-time-between-fail-
ure (MTBF); (2) reduce mean-time-to-repair (MTTR); and (3) minimize support equipment and personnel
requirements. This effort will utilize the quantified reliability estimates of failure rates (i.e., MTBF), and
assess the proposed designs for inspectability [or condition monitoring system (CMS) monitorability] and
accessibility. Frequency of repair will quantitatively be evaluated against options that affect time to repair
(e.g., fault isolation, accessibility, modularization, special test equipment, etc.).
1.1.3 Materials Characterization (WBS 11300). The materials characterization programs will be used to sub-
stantiate material, process, and design concepts.
High Strength, Modified A-286, Producibility and Characterization. This task will demonstrate
the producibility of full-scale turbine disks of modified A-286 processed for high strength, and develop
properties data suitable for use as a preliminary design data base. Forge tooling and processing will be
developed at the forging source for the full-scale turbopump disk. Disks will be sectioned for grain flow
evaluation, and test bars machined from all areas of the forging. The bars will be in radial, tangential, long,
and short transverse directions. High cycle fatigue (HCF), low cycle fatigue, notched, and unnotched tensile
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datawill begeneratedfor arangeof temperaturesbelow-400°Fto 1150°F.Basedontheinformationgained,
suitabledesignandprocessingmodificationswill bemadefor productionof turbopump hardware.
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Electrochemical Machining (ECM) Effects on High Strength, Modified A-286. This task will
quantify the effects of ECM on the HCF properties of high strength modified A-286, and so provide a
preliminary design data base for the blade areas of the disk. The same material will be used as in the pre-
viously presented producibility and characterization task, and the results will be compare d to convention-
ally machined HCF test results. Between them, the two tasks will provide a comparative HCF data base
(Table 9).
Table 9. Comparative HCF Data for Modified High Strength A286
Machining TestType
Conventional Tensile
HCF R =-1
HCF,OtherR's
HCF R =-1
HCF,OtherR's
Conventional
Conventional
ECM
ECM
Conventional HCFR = -1
Conventional HCF,OtherR's
ECM HCF R =-1
ECM HCF,OtherR's
q
q
RT
q
q
q
q
+1150 Rationale
"_ Baselines
DirectComparisonofConventionalMachining
VersusECM
Confirmationof GoodmanDiagram
Datafor AnalysisofCryogenicAreas
ConfirmationofGoodmanDiagram
-/ DataFor DiscRimandBladeAnalysis
-/ Confirmationof GoodmanDiagram
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Casting Surface Quality Optimization. A test program using a simple mold (Figure 8) will be con-
ducted to assess methods of obtaining optimum casting surface quality. The mold will have provision for
insertion of ceramic cores in the base, as shown. Thickness changes allow for varying solidification rates
within the casting. It is planned to pour castings in candidate investment casting alloys 718,625, 347, and
Mod A-286, using at least three different mold investment materials and two different pouring temperatures
for each alloy.
1.1.4 Conceptual Design Review (WBS 11400). A conceptual design review will be held at NASA-MSFC after
the first six months of Phase I. The review will present the status of the cost model, the status of the conceptual
design, identify design/material substantiation issues, and recommend a baseline conceptual turbopump
design to address the long lead procurement requirements of selected items for Phase II substantiation and
planned turbopump testing. Approval for detail design of selected long lead components will be sought from
the NASA-MSFC COTR at this time.
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Figure 8. Casting Surface Quality Test Mold
1.1.5 Baseline Design Definition
1.1.5.1 Preliminary Design and Analysis (WBS
11500). During the baseline design definition in
the last half of Phase I, the conceptual pump design
will be updated and refined to yield a completed
mechanical layout with supporting analytical and
detailed component designs. This information
will serve as the basis for the preparation of the
detailed component drawings and specifications
after the preliminary design review has been
completed.
All turbopump components will be evaluated
to provide the required reliability and structural margins for a durable, low cost turbopump design. The most
critical expected operating conditions include all environmental, dynamic, thermal, tolerance buildup,
surging effects, and defect size considerations. The level of complexity to be used in the structural analysis
models is dependent on the complexity of the part geometry and loading. In addition to the deterministic
analysis on all hardware, reliability will be quandtatvely determined for all components. After an initial
screening, a detailed probabilistic analysis will be performed on selected life critical components. GEAE
will support the Rocketdyne design effort mainly in the areas of turbine design analysis and will perform
detailed probabilistic analysis on the turbine disk and blades. In addition, GEAE will support pump design
analysis, material and processes selections, and recommend producibility features for reduced cost.
The rotordynamic analyses initiated during conceptual design will be extended and completed during
the preliminary design phase. The effects of sideloads, rubbing, eccentricities, and other nonlinearities will
be evaluated with extensive parametric studies to ensure that substantial margins are maintained throughout
the design evolution. Rotor deflections will be determined for bearing, seal, inducer, and turbine design.
Internal rotor loads will be determined for subsequent rotating assembly stress analysis. The resulting design
will provide ample margins that can be reliably achieved with production hardware.
L=
1.1.5.2 Probabilistic Reliability Analysis (WBS 11600). A preliminary probabilistic design review will
be conducted for each component to initially assess hardware reliability. This review will entail screening
every component at the piece part level based on the following categories: component criticality (potential
failure modes), preliminary deterministic assessment of design margins, hardware complexity, component
sensitivity to operating environment, and input variable uncertainty evaluation.
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1.1.5.3 Long Lead Component Detail Design (WBS 11700). Once the low cost trade study identifies and
integrates the various design options potentially available to the design of the turbopump, and develops the
conceptual design, the baseline design will have been selected. From this design, selected components will
have been determined to be long lead items based on the requirements of the substantiation studies and the
final prototype hardware. After approval from the NASA-MSFC COTR at the conceptual design review,
Rocketdyne will proceed to detail the long lead components in parallel with the baseline design layout and
analysis. These components are items necessary to the substantiation testing prior to prototype testing and
are expected to include the hybrid and face contact seal designs, the ball bearings, and the turbine blisk and
disk forgings. The detail drawings will be completed and checked, but will not be released until after
authority is given to proceed into Phase II. No prototype hardware is expected to be procured during Phase
I. The only items to be procured during the Phase I activity will be the model inducer test elements and any
materials required in the materials characterization and manufacturing studies.
The hydrodynamic, aerodynamic, structural, and producibility analyses initiated during the conceptual
design period, will be carded to sufficient detail in this task, to permit initiation of long lead casting draw-
ings. The in depth analyses and preliminary detail design activity at this point in the program yield the dual
advantages of NASA receiving a well substantiated design at PDR, and facilitating an earlier design release
in Phase II, which reduces schedule risk to develop quality castings.
1.2 Technology Development Program Plan (WBS 11800)
Plans for technology development programs will be generated during the contract. These will address
presently immature technologies, which require long term development and proof of concept for rocket
engine hardware, but offer potential cost savings for phase C/D turbopumps. Concepts to be considered
include: (1) cast, integrally bladed rotors (blisks), (2) bi-cast firtree bladed wheel, where precast blades are
set in a mold and metal poured to form the disk and capture the blades into it, (3) inertia welding development
for disk-to-shaft and/or disk-to-disk joining, (4) casting development towards an integral inducer-cum-
impeller, and (5) methods of forming/attaching turbine blade shrouds.
m
Cost savings and risk potential for such design and fabrication technologies will be quantitized and
program plans developed for the most promising candidates. These plans will be reported at PDR.
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1.3 Preliminary Design Review (WBS 11900)
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A preliminary design review (PDR) will be held at the conclusion of Phase I during month twelve of
the contract. This review will include presentation of progress of both the preliminary turbopump design
and the preliminary cost model and plans to complete Phase II.
The turbopump portion of the review will present the baseline and alternate design options considered.
Both design and fabrication options under evaluation to support the selected design will be presented. A
review of the studies and tradeoffs conducted to select the preliminary design and the results achieved will
be summarized and the selection process by which the design and fabrication processes were chosen will be
presented. This will include the technical evaluations and analysis conducted by Rocketdyne and GEAE
personnel during the Phase I effort. Supporting technology analysis and evaluations in materials and
processes at Rocketdyne and supported by PCC and others will be reviewed. A technical description of the
turbopump design and the features related to low cost, high reliability, and ease of maintenance will be
covered including a summary of the analysis supporting the preliminary design. Operational parameters will
be reviewed and basic assumptions key to the structural, hydrodynamic, and aerodynamic analysis will be
included. Predicted operational capability relating to projected STME and STBE and vehicle service
applications will be discussed. Design layout drawings and the parts lists of the recommended baseline
design will be reviewed including the stackup of the turbopump layout.
c
1.4 Cost Modeling (WBS 12000)
Rocketdyne will develop the ALS turbopump cost model (ATCM) which will predict the theoretical
first unit and recurring costs for a flight version of the ALS turbopump assembly. The model will utilize a
part cost methodology based on an analysis of historical data. The analysis will result in cost estimating
relationships (CERs) utilized by the model to estimate costs. Our team member, Management Consulting
and Research, Inc. (MCR), will provide expertise to ensure logical, auditable, and statistically significant
CERs. MCR has developed similar models for NASA, DOD, and the aerospace industry.
1.4.1 Preliminary Cost Model (WBS 12100) The preliminary cost model will utilize an existing Rocketdyne
model as a starting point and refine the model to meet the requirements for the ATCM. Historical data
analysis and bottom-up estimates will be used to refine the CERs used in the model. This activity will fo-
cus heavily on production impacts, modeling of new processes, and support level estimating. Next, the
model will be anchored to actual data from the RS-27 program. Also, the uncertainty of the model will be
defined utilizing a Monte Carlo simulation to establish a confidence interval for the turbopump cost estimate.
m
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!Finally, the product team will complete an evaluation of the government requirements and their cost impacts.
In addition, the product team will recommend alternates to these specifications with equivalent reliability.
1.4.2 Preliminary Cost Model Review (WBS 12200). NASA will be kept informed of the ATCM progress.
Rocketdyne will solicit NASA inputs in order to guide the development of the model by participating in the
NASA Cost Working Group. At the preliminary design review Rocketdyne will present the existing model
that will contain the basic part cost CERs. In addition, the preliminary results, including anchoring and
uncertainty results, will be presented. Also, Rocketdyne will present the status of the modules being
developed and the program plan to complete Phase II.
2.0 PHASE Ii: TURBOPUMP DESIGN, FABRICATION AND TESTING (WBS 20000)
2.1 Detail Design (WBS 21000). Rocketdyne with design and producibility support from GEAE personnel
will complete a detailed design and analysis of the turbopump assembly configured during the Phase I
preliminary design. Included in this effort will be the detail design of any GSE and special test equipment
required to install, service, and operate the turbopump assembly in the SSC test cell. The definition of these
requirements is contained in Interface Control Document (ICD) DPD DR-28. The turbopump will be
designed to interface with the GFP gas generator scheduled for use in turbopump testing at SSC. Rocketdyne
supported by GEAE will provide completed drawings of all turbopump components and assembly drawings,
as applicable, to completely def'me the components and the assembly requirements per DRD DR-29.
Recommended test plans will be developed by Rocketdyne for the component and turbopump test pro-
grams. The test plans will comply with the DRD DR-30 for the turbopump testing. All test plans will be
presented to NASA-MSFC at times appropriate to the schedule for testing during Phase II. The test plans
will include a description of the test elements and tester hardware, interface requirements and facilities to
be used, propellant requirements, projected instrumentation requirements, and a test objectives and opera-
tional matrix defining the test activity planned.
In the design of the turbopump, Rocketdyne will provide as an integral part of the design analysis and
layout an instrumentation package to measure hardware performance and operating characteristics. Selec-
tion considerations of the candidate sensors for incorporation into the turbopump design will use the Air
Force Astronautics Laboratory (AFAL) study entitled "Rocket Engine Condition Monitoring System
Study."
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2.1.1 Analysis and Detail Design (WBS 21100). A detailed design analysis will be made of the turbopump and
related GSE and STE for each component, subassembly, and assembly, for all turbine and pump compo-
nents; performance and identification of operating loads for mechanical, thermal, dynamics, flow, structural,
rotordynamics and axial and radial load control including bearings and seals performance. Heat transfer
analyses will be performed to determine critical deflections, fits and clearances. Natural frequencies of
features subject to dynamic loading will be eliminated. Preliminary stress calculations initiated during Phase
I will be concluded using detail forcing functions calculated by performance analysts. Processing
specifications and drawing material callouts will be prepared. All Drawings and specifications will be
released through the formal Rocketdyne release system after review by product team members. Component
and subassembly design reviews will be held at Rocketdyne, as required, to review the design and analysis
methods and address critical design issues as they arise.
2.1.2 Probabilistic Reliability Analysis (WBS 21200). The detailed probabilistic design analysis is a more in-
depth assessment of life-critical failure modes associated with the turbopump design. In general, the ba-
sic analysis will be updated on those components where a minimum reliability estimate can be assessed using
deterministic analysis and approximate reliability calculations.
A detailed probabilistic analysis will be made of those life-critical components identified by the pre-
liminary analysis. Each component failure mode will be characterized by an analytical failure model (e.g.,
HCF, LCF, and fracture). Both component failure modes and input parameter uncertainties (life drivers)
defined in the preliminary analysis, together with statistically characterized material properties, will be used
to predict component failure probabilities. The predicted component reliability can be obtained from the
failure probability prediction and compared to the reliability allocation goal, where a pass/fail assessment
will be made.
Life-driver sensitivity studies will be conducted for all designs to assess the impact of input parameter
variability. The life-driver sensitivities will be used to define testing that effectively quantifies life driver
uncertainty, anchor failure models, or verify component responses. Component testing and turbopump
system test data will augment the reliability estimates as the program matures. Component test histories will
be used to improve reliability values using Bayesan statistics..
2.1.3 Detailed Design Review (WBS 21300). At the completion of the detailed design, Rocketdyne will con-
duct a detailed design review at NASA-MSFC per DRD DR-27 requirement. This review is projected to be
held 6 months from the start of Phase II. The review will include a detailed description of the turbopump
design, the assumptions and calculated environments used in the design and analysis, and a summary of the
analysis supporting the design. The proposed fabrication approach and projected schedule for all hardware
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will be presented, as well as a recommendation of critical item spares to support the turbopump test program
and any other applications required during substantiation activities.
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A detailed test plan will be presented which will include the turbopump description, interface require-
ments, projected instrumentation requirements, propellant needs, and test matrix, with objectives and op-
erational requirements for each test. In addition to this plan, a summary of all other test activities including
component, modeland full size substantiation testing will be presented. The test plans and objectives of each
program will be presented in the format previously described. A recommended test plan for the materials
characterization needed to support full-scale development will be prepared on this contract and submitted
at the DDR. Statistical bases for existing data will be derived from MIL-HBK-5E guidelines, Rocketdyne
internal document MPTB00-004, and the methods developed at Rocketdyne to establish reliability and
confidence levels for upper and lower bounds of fracture mechanics data. The analysis techniques and
reliability goals will be matched to the requirements for statistical quality of material property data, and
recommendations made as to where upgrades are needed.
2.1.4 Test Cart Design (WBS 21400). A test cart will be detail designed in this task which will be used to support
the turbopump during shipping and installation at SSC and which will function as a mounting device for the
turbopump during testing. All instrumentation sensors on the turbopump will be routed to electrical
connectors mounted to instrumentation panels which minimizes the time required to install and check-out
the turbopump in the SSC facility.
Informal drawings will also be prepared under this subtask to partially machine the components which
form the principal external structure of the turbopump, which will be used to fabricate a mockup of the
turbopump for initial facility fit-ups.
2.2 Detailed Cost Model (WBS 28000)
The detailed ATCM will include modifications to the preliminary model to increase the model
accuracy and automate certain relationships defined during the analysis of historical data in Phase I. One
of the modifications includes expanding the production rate and quantity CER from Phase I into a detailed
separate module. The support labor calculations will be expanded into a detailed module in Phase II. Another
modification includes integrating the impact of the alternative requirements into the CERs as defined by the
product team. The model will be substantiated utilizing actual cost data from the ALS turbopump assem-
bly fabrication. At the completion of the ATCM, Rocketdyne will hold a cost model review.
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2.2.1 Alternate Requirements Impact (WBS 28100). In Phase I, the product team will have identified, ranked,
and quantified (preliminary) the cost impact of the government requirements. In Phase II, each specification
with a significant cost impact will be studied, estimated, and incorporated into the model through
modifications in the CERs addressing changes in tasks, processes, materials, or methods of operation.
Detailed analysis of the specifications and alternates, which preserve turbopump reliability, will be
conducted using ACTM, and a final set of specifications will be recommended.
2.2.2 Cost Model (WBS 28200). The ATCM will be substantiated at three levels and the government supplied
with data to perform independent estimates. First, ATCM logic and structure will be substantiated through
a building-block approach employing a number of intermediate logic validation steps. Next, the data used
to generate the CERs will be carefully analyzed to ensure logical CERs with statistical significance. In ad-
dition, an existing performance control system track costs during the ALS turbopump fabrication at the
necessary level of detail.
The third level of substantiation will include a comparison of actual ALS turbopump assembly and fab-
rication costs to the ATCM results. Also, the Rocketdyne bottom-up cost model developed with dis-
cretionary funds, will be used to substantiate the cost impacts of the alternate requirements. At the conclu-
sion of the substantiation, the uncertainty of the model will be re-evaluated to establish a confidence inter-
val for the cost estimate. In addition, the government will be supplied with data to perform independent cost
checks that Rocketdyne will use to run the GE-PRICE code.
2.2.3 Detailed Cost Model Review (WBS 28300). Rocketdyne will continue to participate in the NASA Cost
Working Group during the detailed design. At the detailed design review, Rocketdyne will present the
ATCM results including the impact of the government requirements, as well as alternate approaches, the
substantiation and uncertainty, and the data requested by the government for independent assessments of the
cost.
2.3 Design Substantiation (WBS 25000)
A key objective of this Focused Technology Program is to demonstrate that low-cost turbopump components
can, in fact, be produced, and that they will both meet the reliability/ruggedness criteria and operate with
acceptable performance.
2.3.1 Low Cost Design/Manufacturing Technology (WBS 25100). This task aims to substantiate that the key
components which are instrumental in attaining low cost, meet the dimensional and structural properties
needed to attain the high reliability program goals.
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Thecomponentsaddressedin thistaskandthetestsplannedfor eachcomponentarepresentedinTable
10. All componentswill receivea thoroughdimensionalevaluationto ensurethatdrawingtolerancesare
metandtodocumentpart-to-partvariation. Thefirst articleof eachcastcomponentwill besectioned,and
materialpropertieswill bedetermined.
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Table 10. Low Cost Design/Manufacturing Technology Substantiation
Test
"_ram _. _ _
C°mp°nent __ i _ _ _ _=
Cast Inducer X X X X
Machined Inducer(Backup) X (FORG)
Cast Impeller X X X X
Volute X X
IntegrallyCast INCO625 X X
TurbineManifold/Nozzle
Fir-tree-MountedTurbineWheel
Cast713Blades X X
TMP A2.86Disc X (FORG)
WheelAssembly (GEAE)
ECM'DA286Blisk X (FORG) (GEAE) (GEAE)*
TurbopumpAssemblyStudy
PilotProductionEvaluation
(TurbineManifold)
X X
(GEAE) (GEAE)
X
X
(GEAE) (GEAE)
X
X
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To establish blade critical frequencies and mode shapes, the selected inducer and the cast impellers will
be submitted to vibration tests. They will also be proof spun, and one unit will be spun to burst. The two
main housings of the turbopump, the integrally cast pump volute/crossover, and the turbine manifold/nozzle
will be subjected to the same physical substantiation process. In addition to the flu'st article dimensional and
materials test, one unit of each will be strain gaged and burst tested, and all units will be proof pressure tested.
The pump components testing will be conducted at Rocketdyne. The turbine manifold and wheels proof and
burst testing, and all turbine components structural testing will be performed by GEAE.
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GEAEwill alsoperformall physicalanddynamicstestson theECM'd blisk. Thesewill includeblade
anddisk frequencyandmodeshapetests;photoelasticmodeltestsof thewheels(includingblading).
This taskwill characterizecriticalcomplexcastingsbydefiningNDE indicationsizedistributionsand
providingfracturemechanicsmaterialpropertiesdata.Theinformationwill supportdesignintegrityverifi-
cation.Thedestructiveanalysiswill facilitatedeterminingthematerialintegrityof critical locationsandthe
castingsingeneral.Distributionsofindicationsizeandlocationwill begenerated.Todefinethresholdstress
intensity,crackgrowthrates,andfracturetoughness,fracturemechanicspropertiestestingof selectedareas
of thecastingswill beconductedattemperaturesrangingfrom -400°Fto roomtemperature.Theresultsof
theanalyseswill verify the levelof marginachievedfor eachcritical casting.
A pilot productionstudywill beconductedunderthisWBS,in which5 turbinemanifoldswill becast
andfinish machined.Thehands-oneffort andsupportcoststo accomplishthis taskwill becloselymoni-
toredfor substantiatingcostmodelanalysesand"standardhours"methodology.
Another study prior to turbopump assembly will be conducted using the CAD system simulation to
develop the step-by-step assembly procedures and tooling required to assemble the turbopump. The com-
pleted study will be used to train the assembly mechanics and the actual assembly times compared to that
predicted by the study.
v
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2.3.2 Bearing and Seal Design (WBS 25200). The durability, performance and life of the beating and face seal
designs will be demonstrated by test and the data compared to analysis for verification. Posttest hardware
assessments will determine design integrity and confidence in the final product. The program plan is to
develop a liquid methane data base for the proposed design and assess the need for design modifications.
These data will envelop the turbopump requirements and support the bearing and seal detailed design.
The methane turbopump generates loads that will be distributed between the hybrid bearings and an-
nular seals. The machine life is enhanced by multiple load-carrying devices and damping provided by hy-
drostatic fluid-film devices. The major concern for this type of rotor support system is that the eccentrici-
ties between support locations will interact to induce large misalignment loads. Special care will be taken
structurally and thermally in the mounting concentricities and in selecting beating and seal locations to pre-
vent excessive loading between the elements that may result in reduced life and reliability. Technology
needs include determination of the dynamic coefficients of the bearing and annular seal designs to support
critical rotordynamic analyses. Expanding the wear life data base for bearings and face seals is also required,
in addition to quantifying the benefits obtainable by use of wear resistant materials. Because low cost and
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extended life are both program goals, material selections for high reliability and low maintenance are
important issues.
Verification of the rotordynamic coefficients and basic performance predictions for the impeller inter-
stage annular seal will be accomplished by comparison of the data acquired on a similar seal during AFAL
LOX/Hydrocarbon Turbomachinery Technology contract testing. The hybrid face seal will be tested to
empirically determine basic performance data and endurance. The demonstration testing is required to verify
the sealing surface wear rate will not be excessive and that the sealing surfaces separate properly.
The multifunction tester will be used to determine the stiffness and damping coefficients of a hybrid
beating at turbopump operating conditions in liquid methane. These data, and the measured flows, will be
compared to state-of-the-art computer code results for model substantiation and used to support rotordy-
namic analyses. This tester will also be used to verify bearing and face seal life, durability and transient start/
stop cycle capability. Full-scale test modules will be designed for this tester to accommodate all proposed
configurations. The tester measures load, pressure and temperature gradients, rotor and test article
displacements, flow and life for comparison with analytical calculations.
The multifunction tester will determine the dynamic coefficients through use of a magnetic beating as
a rotor control and loading device. The magnetic bearing can be used to produce asynchronous excitation
of the test article. The test procedure consists of perturbing the test article with a known radial displacement
and measuring the associated support response while sweeping the nonsynchronous frequency range from
near zero to slightly above maximum design speed while at a constant shaft speed. This process is repeated
at several shaft speeds and pressures to determine the coefficients at all desired frequencies. Other shaft
components not mounted in the module calibrated support, such as a face seal, may be evaluated during the
coefficient testing without distorting the data.
The ball bearing stiffness will be calculated from the rotordynamic coefficient data obtained after test-
ing the hybrid beating. The stiffness of the hydrostatic beating is assumed to vary linearly with pressure and
not with speed. The stiffness of the ball bearing when maintained at constant temperature should change with
speed and not pressure. This method should yield results as accurate as any procedure to date for a reasonable
cost.
The tester also has the capability of applying loads for life and load-sharing substantiation. The hybrid
bearing and face seal testing consists of 30 starts, where speed is ramped to approximately 9500 rpm with
the bearing supply pressure proportional to speed to simulate a pump fed hydrostatic bearing and under
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constant static radial and axial loads applied by the magnetic bearings. A second magnetic bearing imposes
axial motion which simulates the predicted turbopump behavior to concurrently verify the face seal en-
durance and the axial load capacity of the ball bearing. A 200 second dwell at near 9,500 rpm will follow
each start test to acquire 6,000 second of life duplicating actual stresses and sliding velocities. All testing
will be performed at APTF at SSFL. The initial test matrix is defined in Table 11.
Table 11. Bearing and Seal Tests
Test Configuration
1 HybridBearing
2-31 HybridBearing
andFace
ContactSeal
Objective
Coefficients
Endurance/
Load-Share
Demo
Speed
Module Build Krpm
1 1 6
8
9.5
1 1 0-9.5
Pressure Excitation
'_ psi Frequency
2000 Sweep
250O
3OOO
0-3000 Synch
5O0
CH4 Load SharingSeal,HydrostaticBearingandBall BearingDataProvidedFromLicuid
Oxygen/HydrocarbonTudoomachineryTechnologyContractWithAFAL (ContractF04611-86-C-0103)
Radial Axial Duration
Load,Ib Load, Ib Starts M I n
1 10
5O0 100O 3O 3.3
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To achieve the beating and seal procurement and fabrication requirements of Phase H, detailed designs
must be defined in Phase I. In the event the rotordynamic requirements are not met, the beating design can
be altered to provide the desired load-sharing effect. Rocketdyne has an IR&D-funded program with the
Center for Space Power at Texas A&M University to perform basic hydrostatic bearing geometry opti-
mization and research. The generic data acquired from this program will support anchoring the design
process. This program will also provide Rocketdyne with a complementary hydrostatic bearing analysis
code for comparative evaluation of the test results.
2.3.3 Pump Performance (WBS 25300). The Phase II performance substantiation tests will include model and
full size pump components testing. This testing will characterize the influence of low-cost production
configurations on performance and operational parameters.
During the Phase II performance substantiation task, inducer and stator, and the volute area distribu-
tion will be optimized on models. Performance variability will be defined on full-size hardware.
A second-stage model will be fabricated to the same scale as the inducer and stator tested in Phase I.
The impeller will be machined open-faced from aluminum and the front shroud attached by brazing. The
diffuser/volute will be constructed from plexiglass and in sections so as to allow changes to be easily made
to the volute area distribution. This model will be tested in air with sufficient instrumentation at the impeller
discharge to define the radial load generated by the volute and the area distribution optimized to minimize
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the radial load. At the completion of this test
series, the stage performance will be de-
fined. Table 12 outlines the model air tests.
Two builds of the full-size pump will
be tested at 3100 rpm in the water loop of the
pump test facility. One of these builds will
be extensively instrumented to define the
Table 12. Pump Model Stage Air Tests
Test Test
Series Description
1 RadialLoad
2 H-Q
FlowRange
(% Design)
Design
0-130
Purpose
OptimizeDiffuser/VoluteDesign
DefineOverall PumpHead-Flow
Characteristics
89PD-020-11
pressure distributions throughout the pump. Performance comparisons coupled with dimensional data will
provide indications of performance variability. This test series is outlined in Table 13.
v
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Table 13. Full-Size Pump Water Calibration Testing
Test Test
Series Description Row NPSH PumpBuild Purpose
1 80-120 BuildNo.1H-Qand
Cavitation
H-Qand
Cavitation
80 -120
Nominalto 10%
HeadLoss
Nominalto 10%
HeadLoss
BuildNo.2
TestPump
Performanceand
Variability
89PD-02_12
2.4 Prototype Fabrication (WBS 22000, 23000, 24000)
2.4.1 Nonrecurring Material Procurement. (WBS 22000). The procurement of nonrecurring material, such as
tooling required for fabricating castings and forgings and for manufacturing and assembling pumps, will be
initiated in Phase II. All procurement and fabrication will be controlled by Material Control Plan DRD DR-
23 and Manufacturing Plan DR-22 described in Section 3 and a quality assurance plan meeting the intent of
NHB.4 (1B)5300 DR-17.
v
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2.4.2 Component Procurement and Fabrication (WBS 23000). Hardware will be procured to support the fabri-
cation of one complete turbopump assembly with hardware for additional critical spares and support for
component test and substantiation programs. Control of procurement and fabrication will be as described
for nonrecurring material procurement. Costs of recurring and nonrecurring components will be closely
monitored as part of the data substantiation for cost model support.
L
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2.4.3 Turbopump Assembly and Studies (WBS 24100). The procedures required to assemble, disassemble,
and deliver the turbopump will be written by a simultaneous engineering team. The team will thoroughly
study the assembly and disassembly processes using innovative techniques including extensive use of CAD.
The resulting mature procedures will greatly reduce the time and risk associated with turbopump assembly.
Delivered hardware is described in Table 2, Contract Deliverables. This task will also include studies to
measure rotor and housing, dynamic characteristics to verify analytical models, and rotor balancing
sensitivity evaluations and low-cost approaches to such balancing.
2.4.4 GSE Fabrication (WBS 24200). The GSE equipment required to transport and check the pump, will be
fabricated and delivered. The proposed GSE is listed in Table 2, Contract Deliverables.
2.4.5 STE Fabrication (WBS 24300). The STE required for the program will be procured. This STE, which
consists of three nondeliverable testers, is listed in Table 5, Program STE.
2.4.6 Test Cart/Mockup Fabrication and Turbopump Installation (WBS 24400). A test cart will be fabricated
in this task which will be used to support the turbopump assembly during shipping and installation at SSC
and will serve as a mounting structure for the turbopump during testing. All instrumentation sensors on the
turbopump or on the transition pieces at the pump and turbine inlet and discharge will be routed to in-
strumentation panels located on the test cart. The cart will be mounted on wheels for ease of transportation
and will have provisions for handling by an overhead crane.
A mockup of the turbopump external components will be fabricated and assembled with the transition
pieces to the cart and delivered to SSC approximately 8 months prior to delivery of the turbopump test arti-
cle, to permit facility fitups. The cart will be returned to Rocketdyne, where the test article turbopump will
be installed and all instrumentation sensors will be connected to the instrumentation panels.
2.4.7 Test Plan (WBS 24500). The final recommended test plan will be submitted four weeks before deliv-
ery of the test turbopump. The test plan will define the three months testing at SSC and will contain, at a
minimum, a test matrix defining test by test objectives and operating conditions, test hardware description,
instrumentation list, redline definition, facility interface requirements, and propellant requirements. The
proposed baseline instrumentation is listed in Table 14. A hazards analysis will also be prepared to evaluate
the potential damage to the pump test cell.
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wMeasurement
PumpTorque/Speed
PumpSpeed(Back-Up)
BallBearingCondition
BallBearingWear
PumpInletStaticPressure
PumpDischargeStaticPressure
First StagePumpStaticPressure
SecondStagePumpStaticPressure
FirstStageDischargeDynamicPressure
SecondStateDischargeDynamicPressure
PumpDischargeDynamicPressure
HydrostaticBearingSupplyPressure
BallBearingDownStreamPressure
BallBearingDownStreamTemperature
Table 14. Turbopump Instrumentation List
Transducer
Torque/SpeedSensor
Non-IntrusiveSpeedSensor
FiberopticDeflectometer
IsotopeWearDetector
FacilityLowFreqPressureTransducer
FacilityLowFreq
FacilityLowFreq
FacilityLowFreq
Hi-FreqPressure
Hi-FreqPressure
Hi-FreqPressure
FacilityLowFreq
FacilityLow Freq
RTD
PumpInletTemperature
PumpDischargeTemperature
TurbineInletPressure
TurbineInletTemperature
TurbinePressureU/SDiskNo. 1
RotorAxialPosition- InletEnd
RotorAxialPosition- DischargeEnd
RotorRadialPosition- PumpEnd
RotorRadialPosition- TurbineEnd
PumpHousingAcceleration
PressureTransducer
PressureTransducer
PressureTransducer
Transducer
Transducer
Transducer
PressureTransducer
PressureTransducer
RTD
RTD
Low FreqFacilityTransducer
Thermocouple
Low FreqFacilityTransducer
Proximeter
Proximeter
Proximeter
Proximeter
Accelerometers
Oty
Transducer
SuppliedBy Remarks
R/D
R/D
R/D
R/D
R/D
R/D
R/D
R/D
R/D
R/D
R/D
R/D
R/D
R/D
R/D
R/D
R/D
R/D
R/D
RID
R/D
R/D
R/D
R/D
Redundant
Redundant
Redundant
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2.5 Test Hardware Support and Data Analysis (WBS 27000)
2.5.1 Engineering and Logistic Support (WBS 27100). The ALS turbopump will be assembled in the Canoga
Park facility, packaged and shipped during program month 36, to the SSC for evaluation testing at the NASA
test site.
A Rocketdyne engineering team has been assigned to develop the turbopump ICD with the NASA SS C.
This effort will be closely coordinated by project and program managers in order to meet the turbopump
schedule testing effort at NASA. In addition, system integration, as applicable to the turbopump test effort,
will be finalized prior to the installation of the turbopump into the SSC test stand. An on-site coordination
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schedule has been established by Rocketdyne to assist in the turbopump development installation, and testing
activity requirements at SSC (Figure 9).
SupportingTasks
StennisSpace Center
Engineering/TestCoordination, Data Program
Test Facility Preparation - Mockup and T/P Install
Operational Checkouts (T/P Spin)
Turbopump Performance Testing - GH2 Drive
Turbopump Performance Testing - GG Drive
Turbopump Teardown Inspections'Report
ProgramMonth
FY 1991 FY 1992
Mockup T/P Delivery
v
Unit 1
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w
r_
=
w
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Figure 9. ALS Turbopump Testing Overall Schedule
The Rocketdyne Engineering and Logistics organizations will develop the handling and maintenance
specifications for turbopump packaging, shipment, and installation into the NASA test stand. These speci-
fications will include methods to ensure that all interface connections between the facility and the ALS
turbopump are adequately defined, including required pretest operations such as pressure testing, torque
checks of the rotor, spares parts lists, GSE and STE, and def'mitions of the installed instrumentation. These
specifications will also define the specific methods and operations documentation for possible replacement
of certain subassembly components in the turbopump should the need arise. Rocketdyne will also provide
on-site engineering support during the actual testing phases for turbo-pump operations at the SSC.
2.5.2 Data Analysis (WBS 27200). Prior to installation of the ALS turbopump at the SSC, the gas generator
to power the ALS turbine will have been checked and be ready for integration into the turbopump operations
system. Rocketdyne will coordinate the operational sequence controls of the gas generator at the SSC to
establish the control logic for the gas generator turbine power operation. The overall operations and control
sequence will be presented at the pretest operational readiness review (TORR).
The ALS turbopump will be installed during the last quarter of Fiscal Year 1991 with initial checkout
testing scheduled to begin in program month 37. A series of ambient temperature GH 2 turbine-powered tests
are planned, Table 15, to validate the integrity of the turbopump and assess the facility integration, chilldown,
sequence control, head versus flow, and minimum net positive suction head. Following these series of tests,
the gas generator will be connected to the turbine inlet, and four tests are planned to validate the turbopump
operation using hot-gas products from the gas generator to power the turbine.
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Table 15. ALS Turbopump Systems Test
Matrices
ALSTurbopumpPerformanceandOperationalTest Matrix
J. C.StennisSpaceTest Center
Test Test TestObjectiveNo. Type
Facility/ TurbopumpOperationalCheckouts
GH2TurbineDrive
1 Static
2 Spin
3 Spin
4 Spin
T/PFacilityChilldown
FacilityIntegration/Function
PC- DataProcessing
TIPCheckoutto 60% N- NOMQ/N
AmbientGH2TurbineDriveValidation
SequenceControl
1stCriticalSpeedVerifcation
FacilityResistanceAdjustment
T/PCheckout- to 100%N- NOMQ/N
AmbientGH2TurbineDriveValidation
SequenceControl
CriticalSpeedsVerification
MinimumNPSH- at 100%N, NOMQ/N
SequenceControl
TurbopumpPerformanceTestingWithGas
GeneratorTurbineDrive
Spin
6 Spin
7 Spin
8 Spin
TIPCheckouto 60-80%N- NOMQ/N
Gas GeneratorHotGasTurbineDrive
SequenceControl
T/PCheckouto 100%N - NOMQ/N
Gas GeneratorHotGasTurbineDrive
SequenceControl
T/P Durationat 100%N- NOMQ/N
Gas GeneratorHotGasTurbineDrive
DurationCapability
T/P Durationat 100%N- NOMQ/N
Facility-TIP DurationCapability
Repeatability
Gas GeneratorHotGasTurbineDrive
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2.5.3 Probabilistic Reliability Analysis (WBS 27300).
System reliabilities verification will be achieved by
statistically characterizing specific test data and/or
turbopump testing histories and incorporating these
data into the component reliability/failure models.
Condition monitoring and engineering-requested test
instrumentation (an outcome of the preliminary and
detailed probabilistic analyses) will be installed on
the turbopump during system-level testing. The in-
strumentation and the data processing system will
provide both the reduced test data and the proper
data format. Test data obtained will quantitize the
variance/uncertainty of pump operating conditions;
statistically characterize component thermal, pres-
sure, flow, or vibration environments; define com-
ponent stress/strain responses; and improve reliabil-
ity prediction by statically incorporating the tur-
bopump test histograms in the reliability estimate.
All test data obtained will be used to control/reduce
failure model input parameter uncertainty, anchor
the failure model stress response, and/or update the
reliability estimate for life-critical components.
graphs of individual parts, in the case of assemblies, will be taken to document the conditions.
turbopump will be disassembled systematically to uncover each critical area for inspection.
2.5.4 Inspection and Test Report (WBS 27400). A plan
will be developed to disassemble the ALS turbopump
after the 8-test matrix is completed at program
month 39. To involve the entire product team in the
hands-on inspection of the hardware items, disas-
sembly is planned at the Canoga Park facility.
Detailed disassembly measurements will be taken as
part of the disassembly procedures to assess any
wear patterns or areas of specific concerns. Photo-
The
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wA final summary report will be submitted after the inspection has been completed and will include a
test history, observations, performance value, disassembly documentation, conclusions, and applicable rec-
ommendations for future design considerations.
2.6 Technology Development Program Plan (WBS 26100)
The plans developed in WBS 11800 will be updated as required. Programs will be added or deleted,
based on potential payoffs and risk assessments. Revised plans will be reported at DDR and in the final
review and final report.
2.7 Special Studies (WBS 26200)
Rocketdyne has included 1000 man-hours on the Phase II budget to perform special studies that may
become necessary during the design and fabrication effort. The special studies will be conducted at the
direction of the (COTR), based on needs identified by NASA or Rocketdyne.
3.0 FINAL REVIEW/REPORT (WBS 26300)
A review of the entire program technical effort is scheduled for presentation at NASA-MSFC during
program month 40. The review will focus on the results of all specific tasks completed during the program
effort. The final substantiated version of the ATCM will be discussed, and the model predictions will be
compared to the ALS turbopump assembly actual costs. All specific technical areas within the program will
be documented in a final report.
F
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